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 Are you looking for answers to life’s most pressing questions?
I’ll help you understand the Bible, while making sense of our mixed up world.
 










Understand the Bible
 





From topical Bible study, to verse by verse, questions, notes, and devotions; you have the resources to build your faith. 
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Here’s Why Adam Was Not Created In Genesis 1 



What if I told you, Adam is not the man in Genesis 1? I’m going to show you how Scripture indicates Genesis 1 and 2 describe two creations of mankind.
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How We Got The Bible And Its History 



Learn how we got the Bible and its history. We discuss manuscripts and how they formed the Bible including their remarkable existence despite the age of time.
























Bible Study
















 






 




Ask a question
 





If you have questions about the Bible, I’ll help you find the answers. 
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What Does The Bible Say About Praying For Others? 



We can pray for others, and the Bible actually encourages us to do so. Even the Disciples and other Biblical writers asked for prayers in their time of need.
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How Did Judas Die? 



Did Judas hang himself or fall, and who purchased the potters field, Judas or the priests? Do these subjects contradict? Let’s open the Bible to clear it up.
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What Does The Bible Say About Abortion? 



A woman who has had an abortion can repent and be forgiven by God. King David provides a great example, as he murdered his servant, but was forgiven.






















Bible Questions













Make sense of the news
 





The world has become a complicated place. I talk about current events through a much needed Christian perspective. 
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Does The Solar Eclipse Mark Christ’s Second Coming? 
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How’s Your Personal Economy Doing? 
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80% Of Americans Say Religion Is Losing Its Influence 
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The World Is Out Of Control 
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Did You Hear What Schumer Said About Israel? 
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Christian commentary
 





We need more Christian voices in today’s world, not less. Nothing is off topic. 
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The History Of Israel’s Founding 



Have you ever wondered why Jews and Arabs have been fighting for so long? I mean, what’s it all about, and why can’t they get along… In order to understand the present, we must understand
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Think Outside Of The Box 



The events of our time are more troubling than ever. Now is a good time to stop and reflect on our own beliefs. Now is a moment, to think outside of the box.
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A Personal Story Of Patience 



I have a personal story for you today. I originally planned to post another article I wrote this morning titled, “People See Who Jesus Is By Looking At Our Lives”. I proofread that one yesterday
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Community!
 





The Bible instructs us to gather together as a community, to uplift, and help our family in Christ. We’re here for you! 





 

































Join the community ➔ 

















 



Sign Up!
 





My purpose is to help you understand the Bible and the world around us. 
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Thanks for subscribing!
 





To ensure delivery, add
newsletter@worldeventsandthebible.com

to your email contacts. 


















































